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Gas pains?
Rents are up. traffic is down,
hitchhikers are flocking to the
streets. "Panic buying" is said to
be fast depleting stove pipes and
weather stripping. The Campus
examines these and other reports
in a special feature today on gas
pains at UMO,
Al hairman of the boards
sports feature
p.12
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vi !k 1rule lays out
""six-year pii"„
f011r 1.41-11tt IL I 1.-,tai lilies111)1 P‘13 re; `  kp
Plans to upgrade almost all aspects of life at UMO
were outlined by President Neville yesterday in an
address to the Academic Convocation. Goals to
improve everything from faculty salaries to UMO
football were outlined in a fourteen point, six-year
plan See page 2 for the complete report on Neville's
proposals. many of which will affect you.
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Neville outlines 14 point, si]
h% Sharon Wilson
President Howard R. Neville, addressing
an Academic Convocation yesterday
morning in UMO's Memorial Gymnasium.
announced his intention to put in motion a
fourteen point, six year program that
would increase faculty salaries, the library
budget. and add two major institutes to the
Orono campus.
In deli%cring the 44 page "State of the
t•niversitx address. Neville declared. "I
feel confident that we can be the most
evciting state uni‘ersity in New England in
14SO when this six year plan. ssith
appropriate amendments oxer the years, is
implemented."
Neville said his fourteen point plan was
devised to deal with the aspects of the
uni‘ersity system that need "redirection
and improvement .•• He called the
proposal. "A New Beginning—The
Unix ersity of Maine Orono-Bangor—
The following is a point-by-point outline
of the President's six-year plan:
President Nes die proposed that gi% en
the base of talent and accomplishment
existing currently, (MO would be able to
surpass the best New England state
uni‘ersities in quality by raising salaries
and sources of revenue to the projected
14St) medians for the other fix,. Nevi
Fn gland land-grant it nix ersities
..1c.ording to proieetions, the president
said CS10 w ill hasc to increase aserage
,ompensation paid to faculties h% nine to
10 pe r cent ea h sear until in order to
:•roiected median for the other
UM% crsitic,. \x tile said
he will ask the Board of Trustees to raise
tuitions to projccted New England
land-grant university medians to gain the
needed revenues, if the increases are not
provided through state appropriations.
Neville plans to propose that the policy
of the state university system require all
individual campus fees and charges be
recommended through the Chancellor to
the Trustees for action by individual
campus presidents.
He also plans to recommend that a
system-level Standing Committee of Fiscal
Policy he established whose purpose will
be to focus continuing attention on the
impact and significance of financially.
related decisions from the campus level.
Ne% Ole said that "both elements of this
proposal are consistent with the general
philosophical aims of statewide co-
ordination: it will assure effective
coordination v.hile maintaining a desirable
degree of local fiscal autonomy.-
Necille intends to appoint an ad hoc
committee for the purpose of undertaking a
program of faculty nosition reallocation
according to program needs and
projections.
The acquisitions budget of the library-
V% ill be increased by 12 per cent each %car
through 14,40. Necille ,A as applauded when
he remarked. **I consider this an absolute
nc.eNsity and %%ill refuse to entertain the
not Ion that ti t•jimot be done
"We %%ill build at least t‘co additional
diator institutes on the Orono ( ampus and
strcreilm. z others that demonstrate
great pr,“1115e.*• Ne% tIle prop,....ed I'm()
build .t 'tier to the amed Stud. ot
•!S FV11.1 I- See page 4
Richardson schedules DLS
s eech or 8 o'clock tonight
East RIchard•••
Former Attorney General Elliot L.
Richardson, whose resignation after
defying President Nixon's order to fire
Watergate Special Prosecutor Archibald
Cox touched off the first country wide
clamor to impeach the President last
October, will speak tonight at LMO's
Memorial Gymnasium.
In what is now referred to as "The
Saturday Night Massacre.•• Nixon ordered
Richardson to fire Cox because of the
Bus stop...
Many commuters who find their
travels otherwise restricted by the
prosecutor s persistence in securing
presidential tapes related to the Watergate
break-in.Deputy Attorney General William
Ruckelshaus also resigned his post after
refusing the same presidential order.
A former Attorne% General of
Massachusetts. Richardson %%as named by
President Nixon to be; Undcr Secretar. •'
State in 19t,4. and became Secretar%
W in WO. In 14-3 he succeeded Mel% in
Laird as Secretars, ..f Defense and following
the departure 44 Richard Kleindeinst
became Attorne% General on May 23. 193.
Ra hardson s 'sited Bangor in October.
19-2. to campaign on behalf of Rep.
William Cohen tR-Maine), and was the
featured speaker at a testimonial dinner for
Cohen on Jan. 12 in Washington D.C.
He is married to the former Anne F.
Harard and the couple has three children.
The address is sponsored by the
Distinguished Lecture Series committee of
the ['MO Student Government. There will
isv an admission charge of 50 cents to the
general public Yxith children under 12
admitted free is accompanied he an adult.
energy squeeze, discover the Old
Town—Bangor bus a convient
alternative. See page 7 for details.
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'It can be done'
Howard R. Neville told an
impressed audience yesterday that
his reign at 12th U.k1O president will
see the uni:Trsity attain national
pre.qige. He plans, us part of a
14-point set of goals, to almost
douhle the library budget.
McNeil lauds Neville speech
id
 iliaChancellor Donald ‘1(.•!.cil issued a soreof c.intidence Mondas to President Howard
!lit:silk. calling his •state of the UM cr,01% •
speech '•a superb speech aleadership
spec-LI!. the kind ot speech I would ospect
triuu Howard and one which Orono should
applaud."
Speaking to a meager group of 40 people
in the Bangor Room of the Memorial Union
on Mondas afternoon. McNeil answered
student. facults. and administration
inquiries cosering numerous areas of
contemn to the UMO communits
McNeil applauded NC% ilk's tnterpre-
tations made earlier in the das regarding
his relationship with the chancellor's
office, recommendations for the Fogler
Librars budget increase and other
educational considerations.
The chancellor spent most of the time
talking about Orono's role in the Super-U
s. stern. Although he prefers to avoid using
the term. "the lewd in the crown." which
the Orono campus is frequenils called.
McNeil said he recognited its leadership
position within the system.
'Or. 'no is the most powerful and
talented of the campuses. It will continue
to gross but there must be harmons within
the %%stem tor the twain% in education to
continue, he said. adding that I:MO leads
the Super-U st stem in rest-arch capacitt
cooperative extension work. and the
continuing education division.
In the same breath he praised
Farmington's work in the area of special
education and its work within the
community. He also alluded to Portland--
Gorham's ads anced study center.
When asked about his influence on the
recent tuition increases. McNeil said he is
without power in this matter. "Ms real
power is to recommend to the trustees
w hat I think tuition should be," he said.
McNeil blamed tuition increases on what
he said was a crunch on the University's
financial resourees, a crunch he
Chancellor McNeil
maintained is being felt fis es ers nnisersits
in the country. "It creams a situation that
makes periodic tuition increases in -
es itable.•• McNeil declared.
the chancellor said he doesn't set'
federal subsidies as the answer. referring
to recent cutbacks in tederalls sponsored
programs such as health sciences and
research. He added that the fIrN HEW hill
which appropriated more than SI billion for
student aid ss asn't a major boost ot er last
tear's S" million, since increase ttould he
absorbed ht tuition hikes
McNeil said he sass President Nt't
reallocation recommendations as only a
partial allSN et- to the unisersities• financial
crisis. conceding that a complete answer
probahls does not exist.
On the issue of lacults wages NI. Ncil
said he has taken no stand. explaining that
he didn't think this was the right time.
When one student asked w het her
emphasis would be placed on more
Cla11104.111 spat e at the c veusc of student
housing. McNeil said the decision N as up
to nulls 'dual campuses.
He added that he N ould like to see oft-
campus housing recta% e a subsids. "It we
timid find housing at loss cost and high
quality, we'd bus it I wish we could get out
of the dormitors scene." he stated.
•
•
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3What's on
TUESDAY. JAN. 29
Discussion—MCA agape'
meal and discussion. b-":30
pm. MCA Center, College
Ave.
Senate-will meet every
Tuesday night at b:30 pm in
153 Barrows Hall. All mem-
bers of University community
are encouraged to attend.
Seminar-Photojournalism.
with Dave Bright. 7 pm in
Bangor Room.
Meet the Candidates--Lloyd
LaFountain. candidate for
Governor. will be in the
Peabody Lounge at 7:30 pm for
an informal meeting.
DLS--Elliot L. Richardson.
former Attorney General. 8 pm
at Memorial Gym.
Dance-Lotte Goslar's Pan-
tomine Circus in "Clowns and
Other Fools." 8:15 pm in
Hauck Auditorium.
WEDNESDAY. JAN. 30
Festival of Comedy--pre-
sents a reading by George
Chambers. poet ' novelist.
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Bonnyclab-
her 3.30 pm in the Bangor
Koom.
Moy ic -Dr. Strangelo‘ e.
and t.) pm in 130 Little Hall.
presented by Festival of
Comedy .
Movie--"The Absent-Mind-
ed Professor,•• 7 and 9:30 pm
in 100 Nutting Hall.
Fly tying-7-9 pm. FFA
Room. Memorial Union.
THURSDAY. JAN. 31
Visiting Craftsman Series--
presents Noreen Huff demon-
strating woodcarving. 9 am-4
pm, Maine Lobby. Memorial
Union.
Dancing-The Basics of
Ballroom Dancing. a warm-up
for Saturday night. 3 p.m_ in
Hilltop Conference Area.
Basketball--UMO freshmen
NS. Bridgton Academy. 5:30
pm at Memorial Gym; varsity
team vs. St. Anslem's at 7:35
pm.
MON ie-"The Absent-Mind-
ed Professor." and 9:30 pm.
130 Little Hall.
Film Festi‘al-featuring
Marlon Brando in "The
Fugitive Kind.•• and 9:30
pm in 1110 Nutting Hall.
1 it I.ri th ,,, s L. ,.... ..-.,........., A C.T__I I : kir 14.....1111UPNIP 1:1 I
J
(4 11 It ‘-‘ ''—'.' s . ' ..... 
—...- - "....
snack Specializing in Pastrami
shop 11, Corn 
Beef Sandwiches
1 cl SOUTH MAIN ST.. OLL; TOWN
It
Assavli rop,11.0 th:!tion-iti)ed b i• 4f11PIN police, .
After concluding a joint investigatur
with Orono police last week. campus cops
announced Monday there %%.,% .• no case in
regard to an alleged assault on a UM()
coed Jan. 22 in Orone
Last Wednesday. Acting Director of
Police and Safety Alan G. Reynold%
released a prepared statement to the
Campus acknowledging only that an
investigation into the alleged incident was
underway by the two police departments.
No information was released at that time
regarding the exact location of the alleged
assault, or the extent of the girls injuries.
(Actin i hat slit. was mit hospnalized.
Reynolds said Monday the completed
inyestigation shows there was no assault.
"It was probably. an emotional thing.-
Reynolds said, explaining why the girl
reported she was assaulted. "But the
investigation shows that there was no
assault and there is no case. It's best if it
drops right there.- he said.
PIRG posts local board election
Feb. 12. Eleven local positions are vacant.
according to Bob Radcliff. a PIRG member.
"The board will be made up of four
on-campus representatives, four-campus
representatives, and three representatives
at large." Radcliff said Monday.
Applications for these positions may be
attained at the PIRG office in the Memorial
Union. Deadline for applications is Feb. 5
The Public Interest Ress:ar.li tiroup Suzanne Spitz, state director for PIRG.
(PIRG) will hold elections for its local board ix ill be on campus Wednesday. Jan. 30.
and she sill be ay ailable for appointments
at the PIRG office. Persons with ideas for
future PIRGprojects. or who are interested
in speaking with Spitz, may call John
Melrose at 7623 for appointments.
PIRG is looking for students who are
interested in working on land use and
energy projects.
FRIDAY, FEB. 1
Festival-of Corned: pie
sents Harry Langdon in "See
America Thirst." No. Lown
Room. Memorial Union. 12
noon.
Meeting-Wilde-Stein Club.
Coe Lounge. Memorial Union.
pm.
UNWANTED HAIR?
uri LI.Eit I ROLYSIS
TAKE CARE OF IT.
for La;1
PEGGY NICHOLS
Electrolysis
Specialist
days 827-2233
evenings 827-5969
NAILS ATTENTION TO
101 R ACE.
 •=n1112111111*
WANTED:
SINGER/GUITARIST
Person should be able to
sing Pop to Rock. Apply
Co-Bett's, Twin City
Motor Inn. Wilson St
Brewer.
CAMPUS
MEN/ -- WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! No
experience required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Perfect summer
job or career. Send $3.00
for information. SEAFAX.
Dept. 9-G P.O. Box 2049,
Port Angeles.
Washington 98362.
CLASS! 11 Fn
Discount Stereo with
over-the-counter service
and gua,Jntees 20- -
30 oft Quality brands
only Call in the evening
Mark C. Sousa
437 Oxford Hall
581-782G
Beginning Horsemanship
English or Western
S4 / hour - private lesson
N. Harten
Oakman Hill Farm
Corinth
calf 884-2140
evenings or weekends
-.41110.- OMB& .41•11.-diEllar 
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What's on
ESDA1, JAN. 29
Discussion—MCA agape"
meal and discussion, 6-7:30
pm. MCA Center. College
Ave.
Senate-will meet every
Tuesday night at 6:30 pm in
153 Barrows Hall. All mem-
bers of University community
are encouraged to attend.
Seminar-Photojournalism.
with Dave Bright. pm in
Bangor Room.
Meet the Candidates:-Lloyd
LaFountain. candidate for
Governor. will be in the
Peabody Lounge at 7:30 pm for
an informal meeting.
DES-Elliot L Richardson,
former Attorney General. 8 pm
at Memorial Gym.
Dance--Lotte Goslar's Pan-
tomine Circus in "Clowns and
Other Fools." 8:15 pm in
Hauck Auditorium.
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 30
Festival of Comedy--pre-
sents a reading by George
Chambers. poet anil novelist
snack
shop
authoi ot "The lionnyclab-
her " 3.30 pm in the Bangor
Room.
Min ie -Dr. Strangelove. "
and 9 pm in 130 Little Hall.
presented by Festival of
Comedy.
Movie--"The Absent-Mind-
ed Professor," 7 and 9:30 pm
in 100 Nutting Hall.
Fly tying-7-9 pm. FFA
Room, Memorial Union.
THURSDAY, JAN. 31
Visiting Craftsman Series--
presents Noreen Huff demon-
strating woodcarving, 9 am-4
pm, Maine Lobby. Memorial
Union.
Dancing-The Basics of
Ballroom Dancing. a warm-up
for Saturday night. 3 p.m. in
Hilltop Conference Area.
Basketball--UMO freshmen
N S. Bridgton Academy. 5:30
pm at Memorial Gym; varsity
team vs. St. Anslem•s at 7:35
pm.
MON ic---The Absent-Mind-
ed Professor." - and 9:30 pm.
130 Little Hall.
Film Festiy al-featuring
Marlon Brandi+ in "The
Fugitive kind.- - and 9:30
pnt n WO Nutting Hall.
012.A14,FAT--1 11N(7H--171INI!kWR
Specializing in Pastrami
St Corn Beef Sandwiches
19 SOUTH MAIN ST Ok..:; TOVVN
 III
Assault investigation dropped by campus police
.After concluding a joint investigation
with Orono police last week. (minis cops
announced Monday. there yy.,  .•no case"th
regard to an alleged assault on a UMO
coed Jan. 22 in Orono
Last Wednesday. Acting Director of
Police and Safety Alan G. Reynolds
released a prepared statement to the
Campus acknowledging only that an
investigation into the alleged incident was
underway by the two police departments.
No information was released at that time
regarding the exact lok•ation 4+1 the alleged
assault, or the eytent of the girls injuries.
4.-..ept that ,h, yy as not hospitalized.
Reynolds said Monday the completed
ins estigat ion shims there was no assault.
"It was probably an emotional thing.'
Reynolds said, explaining whY the girl
reported she was assaulted. "But the
investigation shows that there was no
assault and there is no case. It's best if it
drops right there." he said.
PIRG posts local board election
The Public Interest Revarch Group
(PIRG, will hold elections for its local board
Feb. 12. Eleven local positions are vacant.
according to Bob Radcliff. a PIRG member.
"The board will be made up of four
on-campus representatives, four-campus
representatives, and three representatives
at large.' Radcliff said Monday..
Applications for these positions may he
attained at the PIRG office in the Memorial
Union. Deadline for applications i Feb 5
FRIDAY, FEB. 1
Festival-of Comedy pre-
sent% Harry Langdon in "See
America Thirst." No. Lown
Room, Memorial Union. 12
noon.
Meeting-Wilde-Stein Club.
Coe Lounge. Memorial Union.
" pm.
I UNWANTED HAIR?
LE1 Et k.t I KOLISys
TAKE CARE OF El.
tar VIII, It' ,t
PEGGY NICHOLS
Electrolysis
Specialist
days 827-2233
evenings 827-5969
Suzanne Spitz, state director for PIRG.
will be on campus Wednesday, Jan. 30,
and she will be AN ailably for appointments
at the PIRG office. Persons with ideas for
future P1RGprojeets. or who are interested
in speaking with Spitz. may call John
Melrose at 7623 for appointments.
PIRG is looking for students who are
interested in working on land use and
energy projects.
WANTED:
SINGER/GUITARIST
Person should be able to
sing Pop to Rock Apply
Co-Betts. Twin City
Motor Inn, Wilson St
Brewer.
CAMPUS
MEN/ -- WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS! No
experience required
Excellent pay. Worldwide
travel. Perfect summer
job or career. Send $3.00
for information. SEAFAX.
Dept. 9-G P.O. Box 2049.
Port Angeles.
Washington 98362.
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Discount Stereo with
over-the-counter service
and guar,mtees 20- -
30 oft Quality brands
only Call in the evening
Mark C. Sousa
337 Oxford Hall
581-7820
Beginning Horsemanship
English or Western
54 hour - priva:e
N Harten
Oakman 901 F -Jrr
Corinth
call 884-214
evenings or weekends
— .111111.
HIT THE CAMPUS WITH A
CAMPUS CLASSIFIED
NAILS ATTENTION TO
YOUR MESSAGE.
Send by mail or come in person to:
THE MAINE CAMPUS
106 LORD HALL
ORONO, MAINE 04473
Just ;It a 14ora.
ten word minimum
Payment must be made
In advance of deadlines:
Midweek Edition:
Sat Noon
Weekend Edition:
Weds Noon
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Ambulance polio- reduces
service to surrounding area
ilea policy concerning use of thc
l'S10 B ambulance may mean a cutback in
backup sery ice supplied to Orono and the
surrounding l'ommunities. A written
suggestion to Orono recommends that the
tow n purchase its own ambula
I he pities states that the uniyersity
Jr,hulance %% ill be ay ailable to full and part
titre stlItlentS. urns ersuy employees. and
S isuors who sustain iilluries 4,11 I'Mo
property_ Calls rece,ved from other
persons vy ill be referred to their physicians
or an alternati% e ambulance ser% ice.
tvi:eptions to this polic can he made 1..,‘
the Director or Asst Director of Police and
Safety or by a uni% ersity %ice president.
Expenses beyond those of actual
ambulance serYky: A ill be charged to
patients transported as exceptions to the
policy.  such as sets ice required beyond the
greater Bangor area.
Vice President of Finance and
Administration John Ni. Blake said that the
policy does not represent a termination of
backup sets ice to Orono. but did ci.nfirm
that recommendations to the to% ni,t Orono
to initiate an ambulance set-% ice hase been
made bY the University.
-We has e to continue being a backup
evtue uttip
continued from page 2
the Forest Industries and ,•n;c r 4- the
Study of Marine Resources. The two
programs Neyille suggested be str...ngth-
ened were the Institute for Quarternary
Studies and the New England Atlantic
Pros inces•Quebei Center.
President tie\ Ole plans to emphasize
fund-raising from priYate sources during
the next six years. The impending Capital
Fund Driye. which will begin about the
middle of February. will he decoted to
raising monies to build a Fine Arts center
and a sports arena.
Neyille will place hea% y emphasis upon
finding outside funding front the federal
goy ernment and foundations for research
and program development.
Neville will appoint a consultant to
deyise a plan to eliminate all doubling in
office use by fuli-time faculty. by Sept. 1.
1976.
Since projections for enrollment
increases for the years 1974-80 are about
22 per cent for UMO B. Neville will
continue to stress to the officers of the
Super-t' system, to the trustees, and to the
Maine State Legislature the importance of
their pros iding resources that will enable
[MO to deal w ith enrollment increases.
Neville said he will continue to
encourage and expand student in-
sery i.e for these communities because v.4.
originally agreed to do that in order to
receice federal funds to purchase the
ambulance." Blake said.
Statement of the policy was published in
the UM° Weekly Calendar because the
University ambulance has at times been
called with n effort made to secure other
ii ansportation. 1 he Unic ersity ambulance
has been called to two places at once on
occasion. Blake added.
I he Uni%ersity ambulance answered 35
calls in Orono in 19-3, only 12 of which
were patients connected with the
University:.
Joseph LaBeau. owner of Orono's only
ambulance se%ice. told The Campus that
he has necer approached that number of
calls in one year.
Orono To% n Manager Robert Clark said
that in addition to Laticau's service and the
backup of the Uniyersity . his town also has
a backup agreement Ysith Old Town. in
\%hich Orono reimburses Old Town for its
%cry ice. Clark added that he has held
several general meetings to discuss the
creation of a town operated ambulance
service. but no action has yet been taken to
see Iire one.
714,1A0 
future
+I\. (intent in decision-making where he
.-onsidered it appropriate.
Ne% tile emphatically. stated. "Before the
end of this decade, and this is not said to
the detriment of other sports. we will has e
a xy inning football team, a nationally
compoiti% e basketball team. and a
regionally competitive ice hockey team. I
will not elaborate further. except to sav
that no resources will be diverted from our
academic pursuits to achieve this goal." At
this point. Neyille received another round
of applause.
"We will undertake a program to follow
the activities of our alumni more
carefully." Neville said. He said the
purpose of this goal is to establish a
process whereby we monitor the
achievements of the products of our
academic programs in order to gauge the
effecti‘eness of those programs."
"The University will continue and
expand its efforts to serve disadvantaged
students." the President claimed.
Last among NC% goals for UMO is
his intention "to build and staff a facility:
for education and research in basic
sciences related to health care."
Neyille ended his address with the
remark. "In 1980 I hope there will be a new
question asked when discussions are held
at land grant institutions. ThaLquestion
will be: 'What art. they doing at Orono?'''
Symphony...
The Boston Symphony Cham-
ber Players performed Sunday
night in UMO's Memorial Gym.
The Maine Campiis • Jan. 29. 1974
The nine musician group was
called back twice by the
appreciative audience, to recciue
their enthusiastic 'Applause.
Music department receives
permanent accreditation
Pormanent .1. :oditation has been
granted to the I N10 music department by
the National Association of Schools of
Music t NASM).
Dr. Robert Godw in. music department
chairman, said the accreditation coy ers the
department's Ihree baccalaureate pro-
grams in music. music education and
applied music. The department has been
an associate member of NASM, the oniv
music accrediting, agency in the United
States, for the past four years.
The accreditation, %% hell is reviewed
e‘erv 10 years. makes UMO the fourth
.tat.' university ii New Lngiand to ht..
accredited and Ow onk one in Maine.
Dr. Goth% in said four elements.
curricula. calibre of lac ult \ and the
adequacy ot facilities and supporting
librar. are of majkir impiTtance iii
aecreditation.
t.Tvilitatton means that our programs
arc eq11.11 in their curriculum (inuring, t,1
th,,se it any other member institution in
terms 4,1 qualit.. Fot students this Means
Illat transfer heist ten these institutions is
easier because oillrse work is accepted as
:ransferrable." he said.
Swing Era comes alive
at Carnival concert-dance
Hang up your jeans. put on your fan, y
clothes and dancing shoes, and head to the
gym on Saturday night to a jazz concert and
dance--the climax to Winter CarniYal.
The performers will be the Ruby
Braff-George Barnes Quartet: Braff on
trumpet. Barnes on guitar, plus rhythm
guitar and bass. Prof. Clark Re % nolds, who
suggested the selection of the group,
described it as "a cross between SA ing and
chamber jazz."
The quartet played last year at the
Newport Jazz Festi% al, with tremendous
success. The; have since recorded with
Tony Bennett
The concert will begin at M p.m..
converting to a dance at 4 p.m. Prof.
Reynolds - he did a special seminar on jazz
last year - encourages students to dance in
the manner of the Swing Era for the
occasion. So, he and some other students
1BANGOR
COMBAT
INC.
WE'RE LOOKING FOR
FEW GOOD VOLUNTEERS
for:
Business Liason
Casework
Education
Talent Pool
Research
Investigation
You might not be a "Super
Consumer" but we can train you
to be one. We're a dedicated,
committed, happy group
of ‘olunteers. We'd like to welcome
you aboard. Join the Bangor
Combat Team. Call 942-1444 or CONSUMER
942-0521 Find out how fit In
the state% ide consumer action orgatthation.
WORKING
WITH
BUSINESS
FOR THE
CONSUMER
SUPER
s's ii b. ica.hing the fine arts it the
jittotitg and "ballroom dancing' Thurs-
fay aIernoon at 3 p.m. in the Hilltop
Confrrence Area.
Admission to Saturday night's concert
dance wifl be SI for students and S2 for
non-students. The sponsors. the Cultural
Altair% Committee and the Winter Carni.4.
C.tnimittee. request that dress be
semi-formal.
Hartgen awarded
painting medal
Domenico Facet, president of the
Aiulubon Artists, has announced that Prof.
'Vu icent A. Hartgen of CM° has he,:n
awarded the Silver Medal for Creati‘e
Painting at the .urrent 32nd Annual
Lslibition of Audubon Artists at the
Nat onal Academy Galleries in Nest York.
"YOU GET
WHAT YOU PAY FOR"
Pesaro's gives you the best
quality with more pizza
in every bite"
1
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Privilege vs. priority
The new library circulation policy announced
by Dr. James MacCampbell is deficient in one
area--it does not apply to the faculty.
Students who have been at UMO for any
length of time know very well that this is
nothing extraordinary. Faculty members have
long been held above the student as a
privileged class. Their extensive library
privileges are just one facet of the caste system
fostered by university policy.
We. like Dr. MacCampbell. however, take
exception to their privileges—especially their
library privileges in light of the head librarian's
rather startling revelation that the faculty have
not returned more than 12,000 volumes since
1964. Many of these overdue volumes must be
embellishing certain faculty members private
libraries and are not likely ever to be seen on
library shelves again.
And MacCampbell is helpless to get these
books back as faculty members have library
privileges which allow them to check out books
for a semester but does not provide fines for
overdue books. MacCampbell thinks this is
unfair to other patrons as well as overindulgent
of the faculty. He says very few other
universities provide such generous library
privileges for their faculties.
Of course, this probably is offensive to some
of U MO's faculty, particularly those who agree
with the rather unfortunate opinion expressed
by the faculty in a Council of Colleges'
statement last year— • 'the faculty is the
university.''
Now we don't mean to deflate anybody's ego
but that opinion is antiquated. Further, we
believe the student has too long been brushed
under the administrative carpet in favor of the
faculty and administration. Somewhere,
somehow the university administration has
failed to grasp the concept of service to the
student.
That's what a university is all about, isn't it?
(Letters to the editorl
e‘:\
Word of God speaks out on
To the editor:
I neither represent Rev.
Bubar, nor the Maine Christian
Civic League. but as a graduate
student at UMO. a taxpayer of
the state, and a believer in the
Lord Jesus Chri,- I would like
What's good
for one...
To the editor:
I wish to present to you and
Your readers additional infor-
mation concerning the Wilde.
Stein Club and the use by them
of the Senate office for "mail
purposes.- Several months ago
I did agree to let the club use
our office fer this purpose. Upon
returning from vacation. I
learned that the club was having
stationary printed using our
address. The original agree-
ment was an informal one. and I
did not want to allow the group
to formalize it in that way. They
agreed to this.
However, this was not really
something unusual or discri-
minatory. There are well over
100 clubs and organizations on
campus. most of them without
office space. We could not very
well provide this service to all of
them, having neither adequate
space or telephones. Naturally
we do provide space for our own
programs such as the Distin-
guished Lecture Series, and our
own senators, committees. etc.
Finally, the entire issue does
not reflect on the entire Student
Government as you suggest.
Any errors in judgement there
might have been were mine
alone.
Tim Keating
President
UMO Student Government
to speak out on the ‘•
issue.
The Bible tWord of God)
points out many different
relationships for men and
women, but it condones only
one: this is found in the early
portions of the Bible — Genesis
chapter 2 — God made Adam or
man a "helper fit for him-
erses 1$1. Later. after Adam
said something to the effect.
'Where haY e you been all my
life?'' (Yerse 23). the Word
continues "Therefore a man
leaves his father and his mother
and cleay es to his w de, and the'
become one flesh." tverse 24).
Other relationships such as a
man or woman divorcing and
remarrying. or intercourse
without marriage, or relations
between two members of the
same sex. the Bible also
discusses. Concerning the first
example Christ in Matthew 52
quotes the Old Testament
saving. "You shall not commit
adultery.- Second, we ate
Narned many times in the Bible
not to associate with fornicators
Corinthians 5:9.) And finally.
just before chapter 7 of I
Corinthians where God's Word
lays down guidelines for dealing
with marriage problems. verses
9 and 10 of chapter 6 express
what God thinks about adult-
erers. fornicators, and homo-
sexuals:
"Or do you not know that the
unrighteous shall not inherit the
kingdom of God? Do not be
deceked: neither fornicators,
not idolaters. nor adulterers,
nor effeminate, nor homosex-
uals. nor thieyes. nor covetous.
nor drunkards, nor revilers. nor
swindlers, shall inherit the
kingdom of God.- (Ness
American Standard Version)
While I sincerely believe the
legal (i.e. constitutional) rights
of the Wilde-Stein Club may
Wilde-Stein
have been seriously abridged by-
recent events. 1 suggest you
search your souls and the Word
of 6od to see if you are seriously
abridgiu your claim to eternity.
with God w hich is through His
Son who died and byes for you.
For Heaven's sake and for
sours don't closet reality..
James L. Bray
B-ball courts,
but no place
to play
lo thy. (Alum-.
'Iwo years ago we students
complained because there was
no place to play basketball
during Ow major portion of our
shool year. Well. sk hen the
fieldhouse was cons cried into
fiy c basketball courts it was
belie‘ed that the problem had
been ;die% late& No. not so.
The sficldhouse basketball
courts are not open for free play
until nearl I-00 p.m. each
weekday on account of physical
education classes. which I am in
favor of because it serves a
substantial number of people.
But at 3:00 promptly. everyone
is booted from all of the
basketball courts so that a
meager 25 individuals can
practice their skills in a highly
unorganized session.
I am not blaming these men,
their coach. nor men from above
directly. but I do feel they
should work together so as to
wry ice the majority of men and
women who pay for this right of
recreation. These are now
basketball courts not a pasture
for field events as it was a
couple of years ago.
Rex Holtan
Can it be done?
President Howard R. Neville's convocation
address yesterday leaves one predominant
question in many minds here. The President, in
the course of a detailed address, enumerated 14
points which he claims will lead the University
to A New Beginning between now and 1980.
But where will the needed funds come from?
His plans are elaborate and create visions of
grandeur in the mind of the listener, but after a
few hours to reflect on the steps outlined by
Neville. the imagination comes back to a hard
reality.
Money has always been the predominant
problem in Maine. Neville wants to raise
faculty salaries by nine-10 per cent each year to
bring UM() faculty salaries up to the median for
the other state universities in New England. No
one can dispute the need for the pay increase,
but again where will the money come from?
Increased tuitions, he says. if he doesn't get the
money via state appropriation. In view of past
experiences this university has encountered in
it's efforts to obtain monies from the state,
tuition increases could easily double by 1980.
Neville failed to explain how this circumstance
can avoid being an inevitability.
The increased budget for the library is good
news: Neville must be commended for taking
the sad state of our library to task and making it
evident to all that the library is definitely
lacking in its capability to serve the university
community.
His plans for a Fine Arts Center —something
that long has been desired by those who realize
UMO should be the center for cultural activities
for the state of Maine are also applauded.
However, the need for the sports arena is
questionable particularly since UMO only
recently acquired a swimming pool which some
taxpayers still frown upon.
Neville•s proposal to allow students to earn
12 hours in or out of the student's major in
supervised community service or work
experience is a vitally needed program. It is a
program which few U.S. universities have yet
to adopt but which has had much student
support since the mid-sixties. All steps taken in
this direction will enable the student to realize
the problems existing outside the pristine walls
of the academic community.
The address only made passing note of
involving students in university
decision-making processes but nevertheless
upheld the current policy of allowing students
to participate on search committees, indicating
that things will at least remain constant for the
present.
His plans are the dreams of a university
president eager to watch the university he has
inherited take its giant step into the world of
renown. UMO has long been scoffed at and
Neville must be applauded for his ambitions to
abolish the snickers often directed at Maine
and its university system.
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Stock judging pavillion...
This pict/4/, fr; a & &&''
Judging Pa, ,iion. the
building behind
I •
V CI IL 1,
inside tht Stock
octagon-shaped
Hall. ?vac taken
Question: shat building on the UNA.)
ampu% cost S492 to build, has eight
sides, and for its orginal use had a seating
..apacity for o00 students?
Ans.% er: the Stock Judging Pavilion.
Located direct's behind Winslow Hall.
the octagonal Stock Judging Pavilion is one
of the buildings on the UMO campus that
most students never know anything about.
•
• I •
g
lien
4,
proximately 1916. The professor in the class
is the man on the far left—Prof. Lambert
Seymour Corbett. Corbett, one time dean of
men, is the man for whom Corbett Hall is
named. Many of the men in the picture are in
• •
PI 61 
 
al re
VIIIAL V MN/if once1
i tie Pa% Ilion winch measures SO wet in
diameter, was constructed at the same
time as Winslow Hall (1909) and waslised
for stock judging between 1910-1%2. Since
19ti2 the building has been used for
research by the department of Animal and
Veterinary Sciences. It is presently being
used for digestion trials research in sheep.
The center of the structure contained a
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military uniform because military science was
required of all freshmen and sophomore men.
This picture was supplied to The Campus by
Prof. ILA. Leonard of animal and veterinary
sciences.
(Traced campus
snow ring tee in diameter N hilt: it was
used for stock judging. Six rows of
bleachers arranged in amphitheater style
surrounded the ring. As much as 100
people were able to view the stock judging
shows.
Pigs. cows and sheep entered the ring by
way of two doors at either end of the
building. The building's round size. plus
two windwAS i eaLti t the eight sides and
si light in the roof pro‘ided natural
illumination under vk ith the animals could
best he judged.
Professor Hebert R. Leonard. professor
of animal s,:ienLes and unix ersity farm
manager. said that in 1o57 half of the
bleachers were removed for research space
and in 1462 the rrst \Acre remo‘ ed.
...••••••••"'"'"''.M..11110.811Bammin....."
STUDENTS,
Let the MAINE CAMPUS do your letter writing
twice a week. A subscription to the MAINE CAMP(
is the best way to keep sour familN and friends
informed about ha! •fralialar
Intl now the ran (t. eve two
just $3.00 a seme4er.
Clip this coupon and send
It home to your parents or
if you feel charitable send
the 83.00 to us yourself.
Arolind eamanl.
i r n.NNue. ea eek for
name 
street 
city 
state zip
Return to: THE MAINE CAMPUS
106 LORD HALL
ORONO, MAINE 04473
WWI ID
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University community cuts energy, fuel cons
Energy saving by the university reduced
December consumption to 72.9 per cent of the
previous month.
According to a report released by Physical
Plant Director Parker G. Cushman, UMO used a
fourth less energy than during December, 1972.
The biggest reduction of energy consumption
was cutting the university motor pool mileage by
half.
The accompanying chart shows where UMO cut
energy use.
Students also have been trying to conserve
energy. The General Student Senate has
established an energy committee to allert the
university community to energy saving
techniques. Dormitory residents are shutting off
all unnecessary lights. Overhead lights are dark.
and many dorm residents rely on smaller desk
lamps for studying.
A check of one dorm on campus showed only
seven rooms of 50 on one floor using overhead
lights, a considerable savings. Walking around
the campus at night proved that this is not an
exception. Dorms seemed to be dimmer, some
noticeably dark.
Students also have carried conservation
practices to the highways. Orono's Chief of
Public Safety. Wesley Knight and UMO Deputy
Police Chief. Alan Reynolds believe traffic has
slackened and speeds cut in the Orono
area. Chief Knight said. "Traffic is definitely
down."
As students returned to school, the flow of cars
through Orono picked up. Knight said, but the
speed and number were reduced from the usual
flow before the energy crunch. Reynolds said he
felt students have begun. "a conscious effort to
use their cars less." Horsing around with cars
was at a minimum as students began to feel the
pinch of rising gas prices, he said
However, more could be done by students
driving to campus in the morning. Few car pools
are evident. In a 15 minute period Thursday
morning 98 cars were observed coming on
campus at the gym parking lot entrance. Of
these, 75 were carrying only the driver and three
cars had more than two occupants.
Three-fourths were wasting gasoline by carrying
JAMMED..
Although car pooling has been recommended
as a means of conserving gasoline, the UMO
only one person. Students could save more than
half their transportation costs by arranging car
pools, considerably cutting transportation costs
and gas consumption during rising prices and
increasing fuel shortages.
Off-campus students are being hit hardest by
the fuel shortage. A check with the Bangor
Tenant's Union found rents in the Bangor area
skyrocketing by an average of 25 per cent. A
Off-campus students should investigate car
pools as a way of saving money and conserving
energy. Lewis Mandell, Director of the Social
Science Research Institute and co-ordinator of
the Commuter Computer Car Pool underway in
the Bangor area said students may take
advantage of the rider-driver match up offered
by the group. However, he added the possibility
of finding "even two students who would be
coming on campus at the same time, leaving at
the same time, and live near each other is very
remote.-
ENERGY CONSERVATION REPORT — UMO
Month of December, 1973
Comparison with
G A SL
finds
Motor Pool Indicated Month Degree Days cars 1
Total Mileage for month 62,321 enou,
Total Mileage last month 122.898 the s
Total Mileage same month last year 85,953 -27.4
Heating Plant (No. 6 Oil)
Consumed this month (bids.) 7.284 1013
Consumed last month bbls. 7.515 875
Consumed same month last year Ibbls. I 10.816 -32.8 1349
Electricity
Consumed this month (KWH) 1.766,79S
Consumed last month (KWH) 2.221.720
Consumed same month last year (KWH) 2.079,438 -15.1
spokesman for the tenant's organization said
landlords experienced an increase of 20 per cent
in fuel costs, but were receiving only 80 per cent
of last year's allotment.
"The 25 per cent increase in rents attributed
to the energy srisis is pure profit.- the
spokesman said.
Legal action on behalf of Bangor tenants had
been started by the organization, but "an inept
Maine law- blocked, according to the
spokesman. After investigating complaints by
tenants. the tenants union sent information and a
request for action to the Maine Attorney
General's office. Aresponding letter from the
attorney general's office stated that grounds for
action could not be found. The letter said
prosecution was impossible due to the
ambiguous language of Maine's rent profi-
teering law.
gym parking lot continues to jam up each day
with commuter automobiles.
Mandell recommended a student organization
should aid students in car pooling, and said his
organization is willing to lend support. He also
recommended hitch hiking as an "energy
saver,' and building enclosures at strategic
THUMBS UP...
UMO student Mike Hargis attempts to catch a
ride to the campus from the intersection on Park
Street in
hitchhike
Is
fuel consumption in response to "crunch"
estigate car
I conserving
A the Social
-ordinator of
underway in
may take
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GASLESS...
...Or so this unfortunate Volkswagen owner
finds out. Even owners of low mileage small
cars have had problems staying supplied with
enough gas. The sign in the background tells
the story.
Mr'., .
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Street in Orono. Students are being urged to
hitchhike as a means of saving gasoline.
places along Stillwater and College Avenues
where students could wait for drivers going to or
from U MO. A turnout could be constructed so as
not to interfere with normal traffic flow and
alleviate conflict with Maine's hitch hiking law,
he said.
The public awareness. termed "panic" by one
Orono merchant, has created some hardships for
many. including the university community.
G.A. Beaton of Beaton's Hardware. Mill St.
Orono described as "tremendous— the lack of
materials around to weatherstrip. patch up, or
even heat a home. "I have the largest inventory
of stove pipe around which isn't saying much,—
was his comment. The six-inch size stove pipe
as well as dampers used mainly for wood stoves.
are nearly nonexistant he said. Neither Beaton•s
nor his competitor down the street. Park's
Hardware, have a six-inch stove damper in
stock. The situation is the same for weather
stripping. Felt stripping used to plug window
and door cracks is back ordered at both stores.
Each has orders for wood stoves which they hope
will be delivered in early March.
Park's Hardware & Lumber supplies is
affiliated with the Trustworthy line of
merchandise. That company cannot supply even
its own outlets with the highly demanded
products. When interviewed, the new manager
of Park's stated that the store had just reopened
in January and was caught without the inventory
necessary to cope with the demand for home
repair and heating products. Now he has only a
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few pieces of styli.? pipe left— most of it
galvanized, rather than the black metal in
demand for home wood stoves.
The chain store is not in any better shape. The
Old Town M immoth Mart's domestics
department hea talked to the Maine Campus
about what consumers are buying to keep warm.
Blankets sold out so quickly that very few are
available from the Company's supplier, she said.
Few are on display for sale, but customers are
not buying eleoric blankets in the quantity that
might be expected. store personnel said. The
store also sold more rugs and foam-backed
drapes than eve: before, as customers bought
anything that would keep the cold out of the
house and the heat in. "We had all we needed
but we needed mo-e this year than ever before,
the manager said.
Students at UMO who cannot obtain fuel oil or
have an energy crunch related hardship can call
The Maine Civil Defense Emergency Fuel
telephone line, 1-800-452-4617 between 6 and 12
midnight for help. Called Wednesday evening
the person answering emphasized the
emergency nature of the phone number. He said
people had been callirg "Wanting to work on the
Alaskan Pipeline, ant even asking if moth balls
would run in the family's diesel powered car."
Help is there for thost with severe hardships, he
said.
Photos by Mike Gross
and Rhett Wieland
—J
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Brando and Famous Women
b, Bill Gorden
In an article last Friday. I made
reference to the fact that there are some
films at L'MO "unbefitting- a college
audience. Well. I was soon sharply asked.
what does befit a college audience? Try the
two film festivals this semester: Famous
Women of the Films.. .and Rogan -
sometimes and BRAND°. An Actor's Film
Festis'al.
A continuation from last semester.
Famous Women starts off in high style on
Sunday. February 3. with that Bette
Davis-Humphrey Bogart classic 1939
tearjerker Dark Victory. She's 3 spoiled
socialite who's dying of some incurable
disease and you thought Love Story was
original!) and one can even catch Ronald
Reagan among the impreYstve cast. The
final sequence. when B. climbs the
stairs. lays down upon her n. ‘'. and dies, is
eytraordiniry.
I he xt Sunday &eh ! Bogart and
Baeafl star with Edward G Robinson in
John Huston's 1948 captive-prisoners
suspense yarn Key Largo. Then. on March
3. that -It's thc same old story. A fight for
love and glory'' 1942 WW2 classic
Casablanca, with Humphrey Bogart Ingrid
Bergman, Paul Henreid. Peter Lorre.
Claude Rains, Sydney Greenstreet and
Dooley Wilson singing -As Time Goes
By There has rarely- since been a cast like
this ,)ne. ,)t- so engrossing a film.
Marlon Brandt). that fine American
actor, is the subject of a lengthy and
definitive film series entitled An Actor's
Film Festival. Most critics have written
that Brando is the preeminent American
film actor and this comprehensive series.
which presents all but three of Brando's
total output of 2. should prove his
consistent expertise and phenominal
ranwe.
The Brando festival opens this Thursday
with The' Fugitive Kind 1195,9i.
a strange film based on a play by Ten nesee
Williams that's a modern version of the
Orpheus legend of a wandering bum
(Brand,o who arrives in town one day- and
is flo..ked around with ladies A
documentary . Meer Marlon Brand() %Ili he
shown with fugitive. Kind and The Men
next Tuesday-.
Among his more notable film.. Viva
A STREETCAR NAMED DESIRE highlights
the festival on March 14. Viven Leigh won the
Oscar as Blanche DuBois.
Zapata' will be shown on Feb. the fine
film version of Julius Caesar will be Feb.
12. The Wild One on Feb. 14. On the
Waterfront on Feb. 2h and .4 Streetcar
Named Desire on March 14.
As director of the festival, my main goal
has been to prove that Brand() has never
repeated himself in a role, that he allows
for total absorption in his characters, and
that he is indeed the best American actor
(and second only to Olivier on an
international scope).
The festival will wind up on May. II with
The Godfather, which reestablished
Brando's superstardom after a series of
hex officefailures during the 'tis of films
ith variant quality. Last Tango in Paris
will close the festival during May-. The date
for Last Tango will be announced.
Famous 1,Vornen will he shown Sunday
afternoons at 1:30 and 330 in IV Little.
HruNdo will be on Tuesday and Thursday
enings - and 0:30 in 100 Nutting.
CARE TO LEARN
THE FACTS OF LIFE?
Specifically, Northwestern Mutual Life
THE FUGITIVE KIND opens the Brand() Jilin festival
this Thursday, Anna Magnani co-stars.
-' 1WPTEk
LITFI
PiE,F,ENTS-• •
LIVL MUSIC * LiVE POODS (
-cresisegt -cfsh hoirnuovide ict cream V
101,421) 
alas
cRicpy tefrpott. Q1-10A1, nandloi anti_
Sci 04,2( posfRies
-75-2_ sit u_vvA-miZ owe-- °"1 s for uvch
c*kevekijdaj bxr Monda44- hoovrio tOpm '
Austin "Brud- Hodgkins, Phi Eta Kappa, Class of 1970, Assistant Regional
Director of Agencies. will be on campus Tuesday. February 12, to interview
men and wornen interested in learning about NML life underwriting career.
We're big—world's laroest company specializing in individual life insurance.
and among the nation's 36 largest corporations.
We're solid—over $7 billion of assets; $25 billion of life insurance in force.
ind 117 years of experience.
Were growing--$3.1 billion of sales last year.
Arrange an interview at the Office of Career Planning and Placement. Persons
interested in individuality and humanistic work are especially welcomed.
THE NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE N ik Ai '
INSURANCE COMPANY•MILWAUKEE I v
; FASHION FABRICS
PRESENTSISEWAND GO FABRICS!ISPECIAL FABRICS FOR MEN AND WOMEN-Ripstock Nylon [Endure Coated]
-Teton Cloth -Tundra Quilt
-200 Denier Oxford [Endura Coated;
-400 Denier Oxford [Endure Coated]
-Stabilized Mosquito Netting
ildITPACS
g
1 INCLUDING PATTERNS AND KEYACCESSORIES TOHELP YOU MAKE A:
1
 
Eskimo Tundra Coat
Belt Pack
Canopy
Weather All Ponchos
Duffle Bag
Carry-All Hand Tote
Tarp
Fanny Pack
Ski Covers
Tundra Sleeping Bag
Boot & Skate Totes
Weather All Two
And Four Man Tents
Bike Packs
Weather All Rain Pants
Thermo Vests
For Brochure Write Or Call Nancy Weatherbee
945-3473 895 Essex St., Bangor
10 % Discount For University Students.
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Swanberg captures Luce's religious Americanism
liet• (Phi /li% Empire
by W..4. Swanberg
1)ell Publislung ('r)
675 pages
Henry Luce belie% ed deeply in
America's role as world leader. He was
cony inced, as were many of his associates,
that the U.S. had to determine the course
of the world—sort of a Manifest Destiny
thing. That dedication to the all-powerful
America determined, to a large extent, the
editorial content of his magaiines. Time.
ile and Fortune—in one uly or
another--all set-% ed as propaizanda sheets
for the political philosophy of Luce's
American Century
Since the Icfn- death of the co-founder of
'1 he Weekly New smagaiine" the other.
Briton Hadden, died at age 31 in 1929. just
six years atter Time began publishing)
lime has become less biased. Life has
folded and Sports Illustrated—long a
money loser—has prospered. But still, the
ghost of Luce haunts both Time Inc. and
American politics. It was Henry Luce who
canoni/ed the now suspect Richard Nixon
during the early fifties. It was Henry I uce
xx ho developed and fostered the
inti-communist China policy for two
decades. It was Henry Luce who threw the
full weight of his maga/ine behind the
Johnson Administration's blundering% in
Vietnam.
ertamly . one should mit ox crest imate
Luce 's influence Y la Time. Life and
Fortune as does the biographer. W. A.
Swanberg. But neither should one take
Su anherg's slew of Luce lightlx . especially
in respeLt to I uce's fanatic Americanism.
Swanberg relates this aspect of Luce best
in the letters of Mars Bancroft—one of the
few who criticiie Luce and remain his
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YOU ALWAYS DO BETTER AT DAY'S
Beet •n Brew
Opposite UMO Park St. Entrance
daily luncheon
HOT SMORGASBORD
Served 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Mon. thru Fri.
( spruce
friend—She wrote Luce. warning him
about his narrow-minded conception of
"Americanism": "(America is) a great
country that can still be a lot greater... we
can't be moraliiing at others 'till we
morahie a bit at oursuly es."
But she must has e known the warning
was wasted since Luce spearheaded the
dr-ix e to banish anything from the U.S.
which did not fit into his definition of
"American'': "I am a Pretestant • a
Republican and free-enterpriser. which
means I ant biased in favor of God.
Eisenhower. and the stockholders of Time
In'S..w-anberg does an excellent job of
mixing the personal and political hy es of
Luce in the context of his religion: the
American Century . It was this special—
real or imagined- pact with God which
pets ailedLuce's every moye. But this
same pact made a simple man a
complicated one. Few of his closest
associates-- including his second wife.
Clare Biioth—could comprehend his belief
in God. Mars Bancroft seemed to haYe
come the closest when she saw Lute's
-God-Ag.reement" as if he thought he
could con God as he seemed to be conning
himself." She thought Luce pictured God
as unaware of everything that went on
w Olin his soul.
Swanberg weaves this theme of
God- Agreement successfully through the
book—ex, en to his death scene: "The Bible
did not signify foreboding. He had become
attached to it...Shortly after 3 a.m.
February 2.14. 1'46. he got out of bed, went
to the bathroom and shrieked. 'Oh, Jesus!'
so loudly that the nurse came running. He
did not quite go gentle into that good night,
but he was not giyen time to rage. dead
instantly of a coronar occlusion."
lute's career was one of huge financial
success. His background si4aS one of strict
Protestant upbringing. But he flex er
merged the two successfully as his
profound ignorance of America's poor
ey idenced. He failed miserably in keeping
the religious rules his father adhered to.
ragically. he made his country hi,
religion. fostering the moral. piilitical and
social corruption which his tattier had
worked V, hard Meat as a missionar% in
China.
Sxx anherg's Pulitier Priie w inning work
is recommended reading for historians
(if 20th Century America.
ee
A fraternity is
selected in their
cratic processes
an association of men,
college days by demo-
because ot their adher-
ence to common ideals and aspirations
Out of their association arises a personal
relation which makes them unselfishly
seek to advance one another in the arts
of life and to add to the formal instruction
of the college curriculum the culture and
character which men acquire by contact
with great personalities or when admitted
into partnership in great traditions
55
... A New Beginning
This past week has indicated that there are a number
of men on campus who are willing to accept the
challenge of leadership and have tte perseverence
which is involved in molding a fraternity. Through
personal contact, PGD is seeking men Nho speak their
minds and are satisfied with notning short of
excellence.
If you feel you have something to offer us, we know
that we have something to offer you!
See our representative
January 29 & 30, 7 - 10 p.m., International Room,
Memorial Union. Further Information is available
through Dean Lucy, office of Student Affairs.
FRATEKNITI; OF PHI GAMM. 1. DELTA
Cagers defeat St. Michael's 100-931 face Bates tonight
Atts: joss. s Saturdas. UMO
Black Bears tonight face their second State
Series opponent. Bates.
Saturday. the UNIO Black Bears held off
a saliant second-half comeback bv St.
Michael's College to ss in 100-93 betote
1.500 fans at Memorial Gym.
It was the sixth sictors of the season for
UMO against five defeats. while St.
Michael's now !told a 10-4 record.
L 
Sports
'M'Club names new numbers
Ten men VI ho have displayed a high degree
of interest in and loyalty to the Unisersity
of Maine's athletic programs at the Orono
campus hase been designated to receive
honorary membership in the university's
Graduate 'M' Club.
The honorary membership certificates
and cards will be presented to the 10
during brief halftime ceremonies at the
Maine-Colby sarsits basketball game
Thursday. Feb.14. according to Dr. Henry
K. Woodbres of Orono. president of the
Graduate "M-Club.
Elected to membership have been
Ronald H. Knight of Bangor. information
specialist, department of public informa-
tion and central services at LIMO: George
F. Wildev of Old Town. radio-television
specialist, department of public informa-
tion and central services at UMO: Donald
F. Cota of Orono. mail carrier, department
of public information and central services.
UMO: Earl B. Eastwood of Orono. postal
assistant. department of public information
and central sers ices and former UMO rifle
coach: Donald M. Stewart. fund consultant
and former executive director. UMO
General Alumni Association.
Also. Lee Allen. assistant sports editor.
Waters ille Morning Sentinel :Carleton M.
Brown, associate professor of electrical
engineering. UMO: M Sgt. William
Shrewsbury of Bangor. instructor in
military science and rifle coach, LIMO:
Bernard A. MacKenzie. athletic director at
Old Town High School and long-time track
official at UMO meets: Leonard A. Pierce,
executive vice president. James W. Sewall
Company. Old Tow n.
Honorary memberships in the Graduate
"51-Club has e been presented since 14h3.
The club. which numbers some 3.000
UMOathletic alumni, has functioned
basically to promote athletics at the
urns ersds . It established the Black Bear
Hall of Fame Scholarship Fund in 19-2 to
assist student athletes with a financial
need.
Maine held a slight lead at the end ot the
first half. 51-44. The Bears caught fire
earls in the second half to increase their
sesen point margin to 23 points. 85-62.
But the Purple Knights staged a
counter•ralls and surged to cut the Maine
lead to just three points. 46-93. with 2:24
remaining in the game. At this point
Maine's Bob Warner. who was on the
bench with four personnal fouls. rt:turned.
Warner grabbed a couple ot key.
rebounds and the Bears plased contioi bail
ss ith I .ins Hamlin scoring the last four
pilots of the contest on a couplc of easy
layups.
Sesen UMO plasers ended up in double
figures. Bob Warner had 21 points. IS
rebounds and turned in sonic sparkling
defensise plas. Frehsman Stese Gavot
had 14 points. including 10 for 11 at the
foul line. Others in double figures for the
Bears were Tony Hamlin. who also had 12
assists. Steve Condon. Stese Conley. Dan
Redly and Mike Poplaw sky.
Swimmers tip
by UCona 59-54
The UMO swim team lost their second
meet of the season last Saturday night to a
very tough team from .59-54.
Roy Warren of Maine worn both diving
es ents. setting a pool record of 2.59.65 in
the three-meter hoard. but UConn took
second and thrid in both events to pick up
the points to win.
Tom Clark of Maine set a school record
of 2:08.9 in winning the 200 individual
medley-. And Rich Weaver of UConn set a
school and pool mark of 2:15.9 and the 200
yard breaststroke.
lite leading scorer for St. Michael's was
massise Ken Johnson with 21. Fran Laffin
had 19 and Gene Cizynski 14.
Suniniar,:
Maine i100): Warner - Ct. Gavett 2 110),
Burns 1, Hamlin S. Condon i5), Conks 5.
Redly 5. Poplaw sky
St. Michael's 034: Johnson Laffin
h 1 74. Lanchantm 5 (2), Cizyinski -. Loner
3. Balczuk 3 44), Hall t11. Ku us 3 (4!
Bearcubs bomb UM
Last Saturday night the LIMO freshman
basketball team easils. defeated outclassed
[MB. 93-59.
Taking advantage of their height
ads antage, the fine outside shooting of Bob
Zak. Terrs Weeks. and Tim Clough. and
the ballhandling of Tom Mahoney the
Bears surged to a commanding 4h-24 lead
at the half.
Bob Zak and Tint Clough each had
points to lead the Maine freshmen in
scoring. while Mike Suomela•s points
was tops for [MB.
Summary:
034: Weeks 0(5). Mahones
2. Clough r‘":.ls.hZak 9. Fitzpatrick -. Brooks
2134, McMillan 141 McNaughtin S. Given
1MB 154): Woodbury 2. Suomela
Thayer 701. Sharkey 2111, Mulvey I. Huss
1421
Ali!
Muhammed Ali scored a unanimous
decision oser Joe Frazier in their highly
touted rematch at Madison Square
Garden in New York Mondas. night.
Frazier won a 15 round decision on
March M. WI.
Campus reporters scored the contest
t4-4 and h-4-2 in favor of the winner.
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NOW OPEN FOR FOOD UNTIL 3AM THURS-FRI-SAT :
•
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
OP
GAMBINO'S
Come chow down after your evening activities. Try our Steak and Egg
specials or one of our many Omelets. Hamburgers, T-Bone Steaks and
Fried Clams will also be available. Of course, the grill is open every day 'til
midnight.
BOWER STREET BAND
FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT
MONDAY-TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY NIGHT SPECIALS
1. Chopped Sirloin Dinner $1.50
2. Fried Clam Basket $1.50
3. American Basket $1.25
[Hot Dog, Hamburger, Fish Sandwich]
4. Pound and a Quarter 1-Bone $3.75
[with French Fries or Spaghetti]
•
• 
•
.-OUARTER POUND HAMBURGERS.55 QUARTER POUND HAMBURGERS .55 QUARTER POUND HAMBURGERS.55.-
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uper Soph Bob Warner:
hairman of the Boards
reith two minutes left to play in last
arday night's game with St. Michael's.
me was nursing a slim three-point lead
n Bob Warner came off the bench and
fed in a fine effort as he grabbed a
pie of clutch rebounds to spark the
.rs to a hard-fought 100-93 win.
Varner has been the dominating factor
!most every LIMO game this season. He
asserted himself under the boards and
ber n the offensiye scoring star. As a
ter ot fact. as early as last week Warner
kid third in the nation in rebounding
ind Bill Walton of UCLA and Mars in
(KAif Prrk idc flee C011ege.
hi t)-ti tor.* ard says that this year's
tcan. hos a different attitude than
years It .1111.
as' .,•ear 'au had some problems
tint2 for t.iit• Serics games. But this
3 w • h... e ...mpletely different
tutu, l•:01:',4 in thf. State
•sk rcallt s ant to
10•1'
• cdr:, • ,.; ,HT!. 
:!I•
• arm,r a sophomore. said ilia; ;ast ear
a frcs'inlail. the ainiospherc of
affecti d hou ;n an id'. crs,
'last year I was very nervous playing in
litit the big crowds at home. But now
t rye grown use to the crowd it is
initely a help. The crowd can really
tivate you to do that little extra that
Id spell the difference between winning
I losing.— explained Warner.
Iut the native of Saco. Maine. says that
.sonally he doesn•t pay- too much
:ntion to the crowd and on the whole it
sn't effect his performance greatly. A
yer should be able to rely more on his
n pride then on the crowd, according to
irner.
Ihe resident of Corbett hall decided to
ne to UMO because he liked the level of
npetition that UMO played in
.ketball.
ligured that if I war, going to do
thing in basketball I wanted to do it in
4 state and to try to help basketball in
s state and especially here at UM0.••
trner said.
tv graduate of Thornton Academy.
trner says there are many differences
weern basketball in college and high
1001
'In college hall the people are bigger.
icker and they tan really get up in the
The defensive play is much better. And
overall, the brand of ball is of a much
higher caliber in college. I'd say the big
differences are in site. rebounding. and
defensive abilities." Warner said.
The strongest phase of Warner's game
this season has been his rebounding. He is
averaging lb rebounds per game. Warner
indicated that the most important things in
rebounding are jumping ability. size.
muscle, and the ability to block-out.
'In high school I never had to block-out
because I was usually up against players
who were smaller than me. But up here
UMO I've worked hard at blocking our and
I am rcalk :earnicQ tr do it the.
season. Ho% ;•1 ;.! .,111 sir air to find sour
man an.. k...; 1.'!11.1\\ Ole d.•tensive
hoards.
• I so. I h as lea I ii, it 
pia
pelt. ntage., It t t rtai:i shots ;al' !A.
%A :• Ti 71 .ir.•,:
CVITT11:!. it '1 ; It,.', ,•!T1Cr
7 .'•!:! 1•I .• it dl
rut., t:!1
4itl I )011:11. 7: ha Ti ca Ti
t)' I. -4(- • ‘14'
arr.er. • maior,
the: 0.is scar's LMO na, a
nutter str..tiger sh“oting
than last season's team.
"Of course we miss Peter itiavetff and
Jack (Momsoni but we are much more
aware of the attitude part of the game.
After our losses to Rhode Island. UConn
and UMass we could really get down on
ourselves and give up. but we haven't. We
are aware of not getting down.—
The dark-haired forward says that he is
definitely a better offensive player than
defensive player. Warner indicated that in
high school he just stayed under the basket
and blocked shots and sometimes he still
has the tendency to stay under the basket
when he should come out further to deny
his man the ball.
Warner says that his goals consist
mostly of being able to look back at certain
parts of his game and being able to say that
he has improved.
"I think my rebounding an  shooting
has improved. I like outside shooting better
because you have more time to get off a
good shot. When you get inside there is so
much traffic and confusion that you tend to
force shots that are had. I guess my real
goal is to have a good winning season. Of
course I want to do well personally. but I'd
really like to win the Yankee Conference."
1r BIG of ORONO
BEEF 'N BREW
Opposite UMO Park St. Entrance
PRESENTS
JOHN MARSHA LL
RADIO'S TOP PERSONALITY
THURSDAY NIGHT 
ArP
I he !`.1.airie '..rwrpris • jar 1 '4 12
Chairman of the Boards-Maine's Bob Warner(52) grabs one of his 18
rebounds against St. Michael's. Maine held on to win 100-93.
Baseball team leads major
colleges in fielding percentage
According to a recent copy of the
NCAA official Baseball Guide, the 1973
UMO baseball team led the nations major
colleges in team fielding percentage.
The Bears not only posted the best
average with a .978 mark, but the figure
was the second highest posted by a major
college in the past 15 years. Only the .9145
percentage recorded by the 1971
University of West Virginia club was
higher than the fielding mark attained by
the Bears this past campaign.
During 1973 Maine fielders registered
538 putouts. 20h assist:, and were charged
with only 17 errors. They also turned in 11
louble plays. The tight fielding paid off for
the Bears as Maine posted a 15-8 record for
['le the 10(11 st I aight winning
campaign under coach Jack Butterfield.
Second to Maine in the 1973 fielding
reoords were Oklahoma State and
Provide:1:1... tied with a .974 mark.. Fourth
wa , Ohio University with a .971 average.
• LICK A LOLLIPOP AND •
LICK HEART DISEASE
For two weeks, begins*, Feb 1, -1
- Delta Ns Chapter of Alpha Phi Sorority will -
1 1
i be selling lollipops in the dorms led the i
i Memorial Holm All proceeds will go to ;
the Cardiac Aid Foundation.1 1
Lick Heart Disease by lick's,
- a lollipop. 1
Imounlowsmownewalawomeamesneetwootatatwol
Spceralizing in
Hairpie:es
Stylirg
Razor Cutting
Walk in service
or appointment
OPEN:
Tues.-Thurs., 6:00-5:30,
Fri., 8:00-6:00,
Sat., 7:00-5.00
35 N Main St. Old Town
( Telephone. 827.55311
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This Valentine's Dav say it...
...with a CAMPUS VALENTINE.
For only a dollar you can tell your Valentine
just how you feel. Express your feelings in fifteen
words or less in the space below. Bring your message
to the N.IIA!Nr CAMPUS
106 Lord Hall
Tr)
From
a
